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A Local Law to amend the New York city building code, in relation to the protection of adjoining property
during foundation, excavation and earthwork operations and the repeal of section 3309.2 of such code.

Be it enacted by the Council as follows:

Section 1. Section BC 3309.2 of the New York city building code, as added by local law number 33 for

the year 2007, is REPEALED and a new section BC 3309.2 is added to read as follows:

3309.2. License to enter adjoining property. Licenses to enter adjoining property for inspection and for

provision of protective measures shall be granted in accordance with the provisions of Sections 3309.2.1

through 3309.2.7.

3309.2.1 Definitions. For the purposes of this section, the terms below shall have the following

meanings:

ADJOINING OWNER.  The owner of the adjoining property.

ADJOINING PROPERTY. A property adjacent to the property where foundation, excavation or

earthwork will occur.

AFFECTED STRUCTURE. Any structure on an adjoining property that is within the zone of

influence, as such term is established in rules of the department.

PROTECTIVE MEASURES. All work necessary to protect the affected structure as may be required

by this code, including but not limited to underpinning, bracing, supporting, installing footings,

sheeting, sheet piling, or otherwise protecting.

3309.2.2 Inspection, assessment and protection of adjoining property. The commissioner shall

neither approve nor accept construction documents pursuant to Section 28-104 of the New York City
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neither approve nor accept construction documents pursuant to Section 28-104 of the New York City

Administrative Code for work including foundations, excavations or earthwork where the adjoining

property contains an affected structure, unless the person undertaking the work including foundations,

excavations or earthwork also includes a statement that such person has:

1. caused all affected structures to be inspected to ascertain their structural condition;

2. assessed and determined the necessary protective measures, and detailed such protective

measures in the construction documents; and

3. where necessary to inspect affected structures or provide such protective measures, obtained a

license from the adjoining owner to enter the adjoining property for such purpose.

3309.2.3 License to enter adjoining property for inspection. Where adjoining property contains an

affected structure, the adjoining owner shall grant upon reasonable conditions a license to the person

causing the foundation, excavation or earthwork operations to enter the adjoining property and to

inspect the affected structure to ascertain its structural condition.

3309.2.3.1 Procedure. Unless alternative procedures are agreed to between the person causing

the foundation, excavation or earthwork and the adjoining owner resulting in a license, the

procedure for granting the license to enter to inspect shall be as follows:

1. Provision of engineer’s report and notification. The person causing the foundation,

excavation or earthwork shall provide to the adjoining owner and to the department an

engineer’s report documenting that the proposed work results in the classification of a

structure on the adjoining property as an affected structure and a description of the

inspections to be performed. The engineer’s report shall be provided along with a

notification of the adjoining owner’s obligations under Section 3309.2.3 and right to

object in accordance with Item 2 below.

2. Adjoining owner’s opportunity to object to classification as affected structure. If the

adjoining owner objects to the classification of a structure as an affected structure, or to
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adjoining owner objects to the classification of a structure as an affected structure, or to

the description of the inspections to be performed, the adjoining owner shall deliver the

objections to the department and the person causing the foundation, excavation or

earthwork within 15 days of the adjoining owner’s receipt of the notification from the

person causing the foundation, excavation or earthwork. Such objection must state

specific reasons why, in relation to the proposed construction, the structures for which

entry to inspect is sought do not meet the definition of affected structure, and, where

applicable, the basis of the objection to the proposed inspections and/or work. Failure to

deliver notification of objection to the department and the person causing the foundation,

excavation or earthwork within the 15 days shall be deemed agreement with the

determination of the person causing the foundation, excavation or earthwork that there is

an affected structure on the adjoining property and with the description of the person

causing the foundation, excavation or earthwork of the inspections to be performed.

3. Commissioner’s determination and order. Upon receipt of objections, the

commissioner shall issue a determination and order as to whether the adjoining property

contains affected structures and whether a license to enter to inspect must be afforded in

accordance with Section 3309.2.3. The commissioner may also specify reasonable terms

and conditions for the inspections if the parties fail to agree on the terms and such order

shall be deemed the granting of a license to enter to inspect such affected structure.

4. Refusal to grant license. Where an adjoining owner is determined to be an affected

owner and refuses to grant the license mandated by Section 3309.2.3, the person causing

the foundation, excavation or earthwork retains the right to pursue a special proceeding

pursuant to Section 881 of the Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law to compel the

adjoining owner to grant such a license and other rights and remedies available under
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state law.

3309.2.4 License to enter adjoining property for underpinning, supporting or protecting. Where

necessary to enter the adjoining property to provide protective measures, the adjoining owner shall grant

a license to the person causing the foundation, excavation or earthwork to enter the adjoining property

and affected structure for such purpose.

3309.2.4.1 Procedure. Unless alternative procedures are agreed to between the person causing

the foundation, excavation or earthwork and the adjoining owner resulting in a license, the

procedure for granting the license to enter to provide protective measures shall be as follows:

1. Provision of proposed construction documents and notification. The person causing

the foundation, excavation or earthwork shall provide to the adjoining owner and to the

department the signed and sealed construction documents proposed to be submitted to

the department detailing the protective measures to be provided, together with the

provision of the notification of the adjoining owner’s obligations under Section 3309.2.4

and rights to object in accordance with Item 2 below. The protective measures shall, to

the maximum extent practicable, minimize adverse impact on the adjoining owner’s

structures and property.

2. Adjoining owner’s opportunity to object. If the adjoining owner objects to any portion

of the proposed construction documents received from the person causing the foundation,

excavation or earthwork, the adjoining owner shall deliver such objections to the

department and the person causing the foundation, excavation or earthwork within 30

days of the adjoining owner’s receipt of the notification of the proposed work. Such

objection must state specific alternative protective measures and/or comments. The

department may, when requested by the adjoining owner within the 30 days, extend the

adjoining owner’s time to submit such alternative protective measures as necessary to

afford a reasonable opportunity to develop alternative protective measures. Failure to
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afford a reasonable opportunity to develop alternative protective measures. Failure to

deliver notification of objections to the department and the person causing the

foundation, excavation or earthwork, or to make a request for an extension of time,

within the 30 days shall be deemed agreement with the protective measures proposed by

the person causing the foundation, excavation or earthwork and shall be deemed the

grant of a license to install such protective measures.

3. Commissioner’s determination and order. Upon the receipt of objections, the

commissioner shall issue a determination and order as to whether and to what extent the

provision of protective measures required by this code reasonably necessitates the entry

by the person causing the foundation, excavation or earthwork onto the adjoining

property and/or affected structure and therefore whether a license to enter to provide

protective measures must be granted in accordance with Section 3309.2.4. The

commissioner’s determination and order shall specify the protective measures necessary

to minimize, to the maximum extent practicable, the adverse impact on the adjoining

owner’s structures and property.

4. Appeal of Commissioner’s determination to OATH. Where the person causing the

foundation, excavation or earthwork or the adjoining owner disputes the determination of

the commissioner and the commissioner determines that a factual dispute is presented,

the department shall refer the matter for a hearing at the Office of Administrative Trials

and Hearings and employ experts at the expense of the person causing the foundation,

excavation or earthwork so as to produce a recommendation to the commissioner of

buildings.

5. Refusal to grant license. Where the adjoining owner refuses to grant the license

mandated by Section 3309.2.4, the person causing the foundation, excavation or
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mandated by Section 3309.2.4, the person causing the foundation, excavation or

earthwork retains the right to pursue a special proceeding pursuant to Section 881 of the

Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law to compel the adjoining owner to grant such

a license and other rights and remedies available under state law.

3309.2.5 Tenants. The responsibility of affording any license to enter adjoining property shall rest upon

the owner of the adjoining property involved; and in case any tenant of such owner fails or refuses to

permit the owner to afford such license, such failure or refusal shall be a cause for the owner to

dispossess such tenant through appropriate legal proceedings for recovering possession of real property.

3309.2.6 Costs and attorneys’ fees. In any action or special proceeding to enforce the rights granted or

obligations imposed in Section 3309.2 to inspect, assess or protect adjacent property, the prevailing

party shall be entitled to costs, including the expenses of experts employed as provided in Section

3309.2.4.1.4, and reasonable attorneys’ fees from the person causing the foundation, excavation or

earthwork or the adjoining property owner who did not prevail.

§2. Section BC 3309.4 of the New York city building code, as added by local law number 33 for the

year 2007, is amended to read as follows:

3309.4 Excavation or filling operations affecting adjoining property. Regardless of the excavation or fill

depth, the person who causes an excavation or fill to be made shall, at all times and at his or her own expense,

preserve and protect from damage any adjoining structures [, provided such person is afforded a license in

accordance with the requirements of Section 3309.2 to enter and inspect the adjoining buildings and property,

and to perform such work thereon as may be necessary for such purpose. If the person who causes the

excavation or fill is not afforded a license, such duty to preserve and protect the adjacent property shall devolve

to the owner of such adjoining property, who shall be afforded a similar license with respect to the property

where the excavation is to be made].

No excavation work to a depth of 5 to 10 feet (1524 mm to 3048 mm) within 10 feet (3048 mm) of an

adjacent building, or an excavation over 10 feet (3048 mm) anywhere on the site shall commence until the
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adjacent building, or an excavation over 10 feet (3048 mm) anywhere on the site shall commence until the

person causing an excavation to be made has documented the existing conditions of all adjacent buildings in a

pre-construction survey.

3309.4.1 Additional safeguards during excavation. The following additional requirements shall apply

during excavation:

1. The person causing the excavation shall support the vertical and lateral load of the adjoining structure

by proper foundations, underpinning, or other equivalent means where the level of the foundations

of the adjoining structure is at or above the level of the bottom of the new excavation.

§3. Section BC 3309.5 of the New York city building code, as added by local law number 33 for the

year 2007, is amended to read as follows:

3309.5 Underpinning. Whenever underpinning is required to preserve and protect an adjacent property from

construction or excavation work, the person who causes the construction or excavation work shall, at his or her

own expense, underpin the adjacent building [provided such person is afforded a license in accordance with the

requirements of Section 3309.2 to enter and inspect the adjoining buildings and property, and to perform such

work thereon as may be necessary for such purpose. If the person who causes the construction or excavation is

not afforded a license, such duty to preserve and protect the adjacent property shall devolve to the owner of the

adjoining property, who shall be afforded a similar license with respect to the property where the excavation is

to be made].

§4. This local law shall take effect on January 1, 2011, except that the commissioner of buildings shall

take such measures as are necessary for its implementation, including the promulgation of rules, prior to such

effective date.
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